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Abstract 

The topic of food accessibility is a growing area of research in the arena of 

environmental justice. It is defined as the ability of people to access a wide variety of 

healthy and affordable food as measure by their proximity and mobility. The goal of this 

research was twofold. The first was to characterize the food accessibility environment in 

Bernalillo County and to identify any “food deserts”, or areas of very poor access. The 

second was to test improvements in existing methodology.  

Food accessibility was characterized by developing a block group ranking system 

of both food proximity and mobility. Proximity was calculated by aggregating the nearest 

network distance from residential address points to supermarkets, grocery stores, and 

specialty stores. Mobility was calculated by combining relevant transportation and 

demographic variables into an index. The results and underlying assumptions were then 

tested by sending out surveys to residents in two block group clusters containing low 

mobility and contrasting proximity to food types. The responses were further validated by 
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field checking quality, variety, and price of the food stores that the respondents said they 

shopped at. 

Due to the clear contrast in the spatial distribution and provision of different types 

of food stores, the ranking of block group proximity was dependent upon the store type 

being considered. The analysis of mobility revealed a clear spatial pattern of potential 

low and high mobility areas. The integration of survey results revealed a clear bias 

towards supermarket shopping, regardless of proximity and mobility. They also 

suggested that while there are not any major “food deserts”, many Bernalillo County 

residents are unhappy with their food environment and would eat healthier if it were 

improved.  
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Chapter One 
 

Introduction 
 

 
1.1 Background 
 

Poor diet is the cause of many adverse health effects, including heart disease, 

diabetes, and obesity (Must et al. 1999). There is a growing body of literature in the 

United States linking poor dietary habits and food insecurity with low food accessibility 

(Roux 2001, Zenk et al. 2005, Moore and Roux 2006, Rose et al. 2004, Jago et al. 2007). 

Low food accessibility areas, often coined “food deserts”, have been defined as areas 

where people lack the means to shop regularly for a variety of healthy and affordable 

food (Apparicio et al. 2007, Zenk et al. 2005). There has been a growing social concern 

over the existence of “food deserts” in the last decade, as large supermarkets have moved 

out into the suburbs (Clark et al 2002), leaving many inner city and low income areas 

reliant on small independent stores (Eisenhauer 2001), many of which lack healthy food 

and are more expensive (MacDonald and Nelson 1991, Chung and Myers 1999). 

The measurement of food accessibility falls into a more general field of accessibility, 

the spatial aspect of which is frequently measured using geographic information systems 

(GIS) as a way to quantify the spatial relationships. The most commonly measured type 

of spatial accessibility is hospital access, and consequently this application is where many 

of the measurement techniques have been developed. Some of these measurement 

techniques include “provider-to-population ratios, distance to nearest provider, average 

distance to a set of providers, and gravitational models of provider influence” 

(Guagliardo 2004).  
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The most common measurement of food accessibility is the distance to nearest 

provider, which can be measured as Euclidian distance (Jago et al. 2007, Omer 2005), or 

network distance (Oh and Jeong 2007, Apparicio et al. 2006, Pearce et. al 2006, 

Shuurman 2006). Network distance accounts for the actual routes that individuals would 

take to reach their destination, most commonly streets but also bike paths, bus routes, etc. 

The measurement of an individual’s spatial accessibility is often combined with measures 

of their mobility to develop a larger understanding of their overall accessibility.  

Most food accessibility studies suffer from some acknowledged weaknesses: 1) socio-

economic measures have been the primary indicator of mobility, over and above actual 

transportation availability; 2) network distance is often aggregated to either a census 

block group or tract level by measuring the distance from its geometric centroid, which 

can be highly inaccurate depending on the population’s spatial distribution, the size of the 

census unit, and the type of transportation being used; 3) chain supermarkets are often the 

only type of food store considered in the evaluation of food accessibility; and 4) there is a 

general lack of field work to qualify the results from a quantitative food accessibility 

study (Apparicio et al. 2006).  

 

1.2 Goal 

The goal of this research is to characterize the food environment in Bernalillo 

County, New Mexico, and to develop possible improvements in common food 

accessibility methods.  
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1.3 Objectives 

Objective One: Rank block groups in Bernalillo County based upon their average 

proximity to different types of food stores that potentially hold an adequate variety of 

healthy and relatively cheap food.  

Hypothesis: Most areas of the county will be proximal to at least one type of food 

store. There will be better supermarket access in the northern parts of Albuquerque, and 

there will be better grocery and specialty store access in the southern parts of 

Albuquerque and in the East Mountains.  

 

Objective Two: Rank block groups based upon their relative levels of mobility.  

Hypothesis: The northwest and northeast areas of Albuquerque will have highest 

levels of mobility while the southeast and southwest parts of Albuquerque will have 

lower levels of mobility. 

 

Objective Three: Compare these two rankings in order to identify clusters with poor 

food accessibility. Send out surveys to two of these clusters and conduct field checking to 

validate the previous analysis and compare any differences in the food environment.  

Hypothesis: The food accessibility measures will help to predict the level of 

satisfaction people have with their food environment. Areas with a high level of 

accessibility to chain supermarkets will be more satisfied with their food options than 

those without. The presence of local food will be an important determinant of satisfaction 

in the South Valley, which has a strong agricultural tradition.  
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Objective Four: Characterize the food accessibility environment in Bernalillo County 

and identify any “food deserts”. 

Hypothesis: While there will not be severe “food deserts” in Bernalillo County, 

there will be poor food environments that discourage the regular eating of healthy food, 

especially fresh produce.  

 

Objective Five: Address some of the methodological weaknesses in the literature 

regarding food accessibility, such as the development of mobility indicators, the 

aggregation of individual level data, the use of supermarkets as the sole indicator of food 

accessibility, and the exclusion of peoples’ perception in the characterization of the food 

environment. 

Hypothesis: Adding car ownership and bus stop distance data to a mobility index 

will make it more robust than just using socio-economic variables. Using median nearest 

network distance will be a better aggregated measure than centroid nearest network 

distance. Supermarkets will be the most important measure of personal food accessibility, 

but smaller more localized food options will also make a positive contribution. Sending 

out surveys will test some methodological assumptions in the literature, and will help to 

better separate the contribution of chain supermarkets and grocery stores to the food 

environment.  
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 Broader Context 

 There is no widely agreed upon definition of geography as a discipline. 

Depending on who is asked, answers will range from “the study of space”, to “the study 

of physical landforms”, to “the study of humans in their environment”. The fact that these 

definitions can pertain to almost any of the physical or social sciences has led to panoply 

of sub-disciplines. The ones more closely aligned with physical sciences include 

biogeography, landform morphology, and climatology.  In the human geography realm, 

sub-disciplines include economic geography, cultural geography, and regional 

geography. While many of these sub-disciplines could potentially fall within other fields, 

such as geology or sociology, geography makes the distinct contribution of incorporating 

a spatial context into the analysis. Ever since the quantitative revolution of the 1960’s, 

geographers have utilized powerful tools, such as spatial statistics and GIS to visualize, 

describe, and explain the world around them. This study of food access falls under the 

auspices of food geography, itself a wide ranging field dealing also with topics ranging 

from agricultural patterns, supply chain networks, food culture, and food access.  

 

2.2 Neighborhood Characteristics and Food Availability 

In the United States, the distribution and availability of food has been shown to be 

highly related to various neighborhood characteristics, including income, race, and 

relative urban or rural location. Moore and Roux (2006) recently conducted a study 

concerning the relative food distribution in selected census tracts in Maryland, North 
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Carolina, and New York. They found that low income neighborhoods had half as many 

supermarkets as the wealthiest neighborhoods and four times as many grocery stores per 

capita, which often cost more and provide less. There were fewer bakeries, health food 

stores, and fruit and vegetable stores, but more liquor stores. Other studies have 

confirmed this pattern of supermarket, grocery store, liquor store (Morland et al. 2002), 

and fresh fruit/vegetable location (Algert et al. 2006). While healthy food is unavailable 

in low-income neighborhoods, unhealthy food often is. Studies in New Zealand and 

Australia show that lower income households and schools have greater access to fast food 

(Pearce et al. 2007, Burns and Inglis 2007).  

Patterns of low healthy food availability seem to occur most often in the inner city 

and rural locations, which often have lower incomes. Even when food is available, it is 

often more expensive and less healthy in these neighborhoods, since there are fewer large 

supermarkets and there is less competition (MacDonald and Nelson 1991, Chung and 

Myers 1999). A study by Kaufman (1999) in the Lower Mississippi Delta showed that 

rural households rely primarily on smaller scale grocery stores, which cost about 10% 

more than supermarkets. The few supermarkets that do exist cost about 4% more than 

suburban ones. Another study by Hendrickson et al. (2006) monitored perceptions of 

healthy food access in four low income areas of Minnesota, two of them rural and two of 

them urban. In the rural communities, they found that people had physical access to 

healthy food only if they drove a long distance; 85% and 90% of respondents reported 

driving to shopping locations, respectively. On the other hand, many felt limited in 

healthy food purchases due to the cost of transportation. In the urban communities, many 

people reported that they were limited to shopping in local stores with poor selection and 
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quality, coupled with higher prices. Much of this was due to transportation issues; 60% of 

those surveyed in one community and 40% in another community reported walking most 

frequently to food stores, while about 30% in the latter area reported taking the bus. 

Overall, there was a greater perception of access in urban areas for a few reasons. There 

was greater access to food programs in urban areas, as well as closer access to 

supermarkets for those who owned vehicles. In both communities, some people reported 

that growing their own fruits and vegetables contributed to their healthy diet, although 

this effect was not quantified. 

Implicit supermarket redlining has also played a key role in denying low income 

urban dwellers, often minorities, access to healthy and affordable food. Since the 1980’s, 

supermarket retailers have moved from the inner city to the suburbs with the perception 

that inner city, “racial” areas are unprofitable and possibly dangerous (Eisenhauer 2001). 

In Detroit, 75% percent of African American neighborhoods also have among the lowest 

income. Racial isolation in many inner city areas can be traced back to the urban “white 

flight” and community disinvestment starting in the 1950’s, as African American and 

other minorities moved in with large numbers. Many businesses including grocery stores 

left the inner city leaving poverty behind. A study in urban Detroit by Zenk et al. (2005) 

compared relative distance to supermarkets among the most impoverished whites and 

blacks. They found that areas where poor blacks lived were an average of 1.1 miles 

farther from a supermarket than poor whites, a salient fact considering that 25% of blacks 

in this area do not own a car.  

In another study, Horowitz et al. (2004) monitored the recommended food for 

diabetes prevention in white and minority neighborhoods. They found that only 18% of 
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stores in the predominantly black and poor East Harlem stocked all 5 recommended food 

items of low carbohydrate or high fiber bread, low or nonfat milk, fresh fruit, fresh green 

vegetables, and diet or club soda. On the white and affluent Upper East Side, 58% of 

stores stocked all of these items.  

A series of interviews in Detroit’s low income areas by Kieffer et al. (2004) 

qualifies this effect. The purpose of the study was to gauge the awareness of diabetes and 

the cause thereof in low income areas among African Americans and Hispanics. A 

common theme that emerged was that most people were aware of the causes of diabetes, 

but that a combination of work and family responsibilities, along with lack of 

accessibility to affordable healthy food, limited changes in eating habits.  

 

2.3 Food Insecurity and Obesity 

According to the USDA, those that are considered food insecure spend an average 

of 34% less money on food than those considered food secure (Nord et al. 2004). 

Ironically, the people in this category are also considered the most obese. Drewnowsky 

(2004) presents this type of obesity as an economic justice issue, due to the fact that 

foods that cost the least are often the most energy dense. He argues that poor dietary 

habits result mainly from a lack of access, instead of an unwillingness to change. The 

consequences of obesity, which are felt mostly by the poor, are a myriad of health 

problems, including heart disease, diabetes, asthma, and arthritis (Must et al. 1999, 

Mokdad et al. 2003). 

The obesity epidemic in the United States has also contributed greatly to the 

increase in its health care costs. Sturm (2002) has shown that while obesity related 
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diseases are only responsible for about 5.3% of health care costs, this number is rising 

rapidly. They showed that obesity is responsible for 36% of the average annual increase 

in total spending, and 71% of average annual increase in medication spending. The 

average annual spending on tobacco related illnesses on the other hand were 21% and 

28% respectively (Sturm 2002). These results were confirmed shortly after by Finkelstein 

et al. (2003). To make matters worse, insurers provide economic incentives to individuals 

not to smoke by charging them higher rates; there are no such incentives to curb obesity. 

 

2.4 Food Access and Diet 

The literature is contradictory about whether improving spatial access would 

actually improve diet. Most studies in the United States have found a strong relationship 

between food access and diet (Roux 2001, Zenk et al. 2005, Moore and Roux 2006, Rose 

et al. 2004, Jago et al. 2007); most studies in Britain have found limited to no relationship 

(Wrigley et al. 2004, Pearson et al. 2005); and a study in Australia (Turrell et al. 2004) 

found no relationships. In most studies where a correlation was found, spatial access was 

considered one of many factors that contributed to diet, which also include 

socioeconomic status, education, and cultural attitudes (Cummins and Macintyre 2005).  

In Britain, Wrigley et al (2004) conducted a series of interviews in a previously 

identified low accessibility area, where a new supermarket had just been built. What they 

found was that the introduction of the supermarket had greatly improved physical access 

for many of the residents. The effect that this had on diet was much more complex for 

many reasons. For some people, this new wider range of food options caused them to 

overspend, creating a perception that this new store was unaffordable. Other people 
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experimented with the new store but eventually chose to remain loyal to their previous 

shops out of familiarity. Many of the people who switched to the new store chose to 

maintain their previous food purchasing habits, indicating that cultural norms were the 

most important variable influencing their diet.  

In the United States, Rose and Richards (2004) surveyed those enrolled in the 

national food stamp program to determine their access to supermarkets, as well as the 

relationship between distance and fruit/vegetable consumption. They found that, on 

average, 75% of those surveyed reported experiencing adequate supermarket access. This 

still leaves 25% reporting serious access issues. Consumption of perishable foods was the 

most sensitive to physical access. The difference for those living 5 miles opposed to 1 

mile away influenced both fruit and vegetable consumption, though the test was only 

statistically significant for fruit. They also controlled for such socioeconomic variables as 

single parent families to the rest of the population. They found that these families did 

consume less fruits and vegetables than the rest of the population.    

Another study by Jago et al. (2007) gauged the relationship between grocery 

stores and supermarkets and fruit and vegetable consumption among male adolescents. 

While they found that access to supermarkets had no effect on their consumption, access 

to grocery stores was negatively related to fruit and vegetable consumption. The authors 

suggested that reduced access to grocery stores might limit intake of high caloric foods 

and boost fruit and vegetable consumption.  
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2.5 ‘Food Deserts’ 

Low accessibility areas, often coined “food deserts”, have been defined as areas 

that are both far from suitable retail food outlets, and are inhabited by a high percent of 

people without suitable access to transportation, often those with low income, minorities, 

and the elderly (Apparicio et al. 2007, Zenk et al. 2005). The use of the term “food 

desert” is somewhat ambiguous. Shaw (2006), borrowing from the Leeds “food desert” 

study in London, has identified at least 10 different food desert demographics in London 

based upon identified causative factors (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Food Desert Demographics (Shaw 2006) 

 

From these descriptions, he has proposed three different general classifications 

based upon the concepts of assets, ability, and attitude, each broken down into low, 

medium, and high degree. The asset’s classification refers to financial limitations in 
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purchasing food, including prohibitive food prices or transportation costs. Attitude refers 

to prohibitive cultural attitudes, lack of knowledge of how to buy and prepare healthy 

food, fear of shopping at certain locations due to perceived crime, etc. Finally, ability 

refers to the limitations related to physical access to healthy food. These include distance, 

transportation, time, physical barriers, and personal disability constraints. The last two 

points are experienced most acutely by the elderly. For example, those with arthritis may 

have trouble opening packages; those in wheelchairs may not be able to navigate small 

local shops; many others may have trouble walking if there is steep topography, need 

help to cross a busy highway, or have to carry a heavy load of food home.  

Finally, each demographic is classified according to an Ingram-type ternary 

diagram, which shows the relative importance of ability, assets, and attitude in 

identifying each possible ‘food desert’ demographic (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: Ingram-type ternary diagram (Shaw 2006) 
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2.6 GIS and accessibility Measures  

 The study of access, in its broadest form, can apply to almost anything that refers 

to the degree to which a given population can acquire a certain good or service. Common 

services measured using GIS include health care (Shuurman 2006), schools (Talen 2001), 

supermarkets (Smoyer-Tomic et al. 2006), recreational amenities (Pearce et. al 2006), 

and employment (Horner 2004). Penchansky and Thomas (1981) have provided a 

taxonomical analysis of healthcare access, although it can be applied universally. They 

break down “access” into five categories. They are (1) availability, which refers to the 

supply of services related to a given demand; (2) accessibility, which refers to the 

transportation limitations and costs associated with access to the service;                        

(3) accommodation, which refers to the degree to which the supplier responds to the 

individual clients needs; (4) affordability; and (5) acceptability, which refers to the 

clients’ attitudes about the service being offered. The last three categories have been 

studied extensively outside of a spatial context. The first two are essentially spatial in 

nature, making the use of GIS an ideal platform to study them. In a situation where there 

are multiple providers and the distinction between the two becomes ambiguous, it is most 

common to combine them into a general concept of “spatial accessibility” (Guagliardo 

2004). 

 Guagliardo (2004) has grouped various spatial accessibility measures into four 

general categories. These are provider-to-population ratios, distance to nearest provider, 

average distance to a set of providers, and gravitational models indicating provider 

influence. The first measure is popular, because it does not require the use of GIS to 

calculate; it can be done simply by dividing the number of providers with the total 
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population in a given area. Conner et al. (1995) used this technique to show the clustering 

of primary care physicians in rural areas. They found that there is clustering, suggesting 

that policy makers should take a role in ensuring that there are physicians in remote areas. 

They also found that many of the rural areas with a relatively high concentration of 

children had a relatively low concentration of primary care physicians. The limitations of 

this approach are that it does not account for cross border service, variation of 

accessibility within the given area, or travel time and distance costs (Guagliardo 2004). 

The first limitation is commonly referred to as the modified aerial unit problem (MAUP). 

This means that the scale and zoning of aggregated data directly bias study outcomes in 

many cases. The collection of individual level data designated by coordinates is the most 

ideal strategy in preventing MAUP, but hardly realistic due to the difficulty of collection 

and the privacy issues involved (Horner and Murray 2002, Wong et al. 1999). Other 

attempts have been made to extract census data that apply to more relevant boundaries 

(Openshaw and Taylor 1995). 

The second indicator, distance to nearest provider, measures either the straight 

line Euclidian distance, or the network distance/time to the nearest provider from either 

an individual’s residence or from a population center, such as the centroid of a census 

tract or block group. Performing a network analysis is ideal, because it accounts for 

actual distance and time traveled using an assumed means of transportation along a given 

transportation network.  Network analysis will be discussed in greater detail later.   

The gravity model indicator analyzes the gradient of potential interaction between 

a given population and its surrounding service areas which decreases by Euclidian or 

network distance. The advantage of this approach is that accessibility can be represented 
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thematically and can be visualized three-dimensionally. Variations of the gravity model 

include the two-step floating catchment model (2SFCA) and the kernel density (KD) 

model. The former model works to define the catchment area of a given service which 

describes the population that would use its services. Some approaches in determining 

catchment areas include using veronoi polygons, network based travel time, and a travel 

cost raster. The use of veronoi polygons requires that each service location is treated as a 

point. Polygons are then drawn around each point such that the borders bisect the straight 

line distance between any two points. The shortcoming of this approach is that it does not 

account for supply and demand, nor does it account for network travel time (Shuurman et 

al. 2006). The cost raster approach uses a transportation cost gradient to represent 

catchment areas. Martin et al. (2002) suggests that this approach is most appropriate 

when there are a large number of demand points. The process in their study is essentially 

one of rasterizing vector layers and then combining them to create a combined car and 

bus travel time surface (Figure 3). While in some ways this method is the most 

sophisticated of the three, computer processing demands are often problematic 

(Shuurman et al. 2006). 
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Figure 3: Process of rasterizing a transportation time surface (Martin et. al 2002) 

 

Measuring kernel density (KD) is another method of determining spatial 

accessibility. Using this approach to measure primary care accessibility, Gugliardo et al. 

(2004) derived a map representing the continuous density of primary care providers 

which summed the values from all overlapping densities. They then divided this raster 

with a population density layer derived from census block group points. Finally, they 

overlaid the ratio raster surface with census tract borders and determined the average cell 

ratio for each census tract.  

Yang et al. (2005) did a study comparing the outcomes of the two-step floating 

catchment method and the kernel density method on measuring the spatial accessibility of 

dialysis service centers in Chicago. They found a significant difference between the two 

accessibility measures; the former method being less problematic. They found that the 
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kernel density method is not very useful for determining hospital dialysis accessibility for 

a couple reasons. First, the supply sides of the ratios were greatly underestimated, 

especially in larger areas, and second, the ratios were highly irregular since they are 

calculated using very small reference areas. In some cases, areas adjacent to each other 

contained radically different values. On the other hand, they found that the two-step 

floating catchment area ratios were straightforward and could be effectively used to 

determine dialysis accessibility, and to identify optimal areas to expand services. The 

only problem they found was that lower population areas contained a bias of higher 

accessibility. They also suggested that both the demand and supply side indicators could 

be refined.  

 

2.7 Network Analysis 

Walsh et al. (1997) defines network analysis as: 

 “…an approach of routing and allocating resource flows through a system 

connected by a set of linear features (e.g., roads and trails), where distance optimization 

decision within the network are made dependent  (a) the nature of the travel conduits; (b) 

links between conduits; (c) location and characteristics of barriers to movement; and (d) 

directionality of resource flows, position, and conditions of centers having specific 

resource capacities; and (e) node locations, where resources are deposited or collected 

along paths throughout the network.”   

 

Network analysis is a large subset of a field called GIS-T, or transportation GIS. 

According to Goodchild (2000), it consists of three stages: the map view, the navigational 

view, and the behavioral view. The map view, which is a necessary foundation for the 

others, deals with the digitizing, description, and inventorying of transportation networks, 
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represented as topological links and nodes. He comments that the topological structure 

isn’t always ideal for database organization in the map view, but it becomes especially 

useful in the navigational view of transportation. 

 The navigational view looks to imbed a network with a series of decisions at 

intersections represented as nodes, and estimates of attributes associated with links. Many 

networks account for such things as u-turns, road barriers, average speed, time of day, 

etc. Regarding time of day, Weber and Kwan (2002) contend that the measurement of 

distance is less important in assessing accessibility than individual travel times. The 

network they propose integrates the temporal aspects such as business hours and 

congestion in the Portland area. They find that spatial accessibility along a network is 

much more irregular than what would be assumed by just using distance as a factor.  

The behavioral view of transportation attempts to integrate individual personality 

in the consideration of network travel time. The development of GPS tracking, as well as 

“smart loops” embedded in highway pavement, increase the capacity to store detailed 

travel behavior of individuals. Much work needs to be done before this approach 

becomes a viable means of investigation. The collection of these data raises serious 

privacy issues, and the methods for visualization and hypothesis testing are still 

embryonic. 

 

2.8 Pedestrian access and Individual Level Data 

 When considering spatial accessibility, it is not always appropriate to assume that 

people will be driving or taking public transportation. In some cases, in which people do 

not have transportation access or are walking out of leisure, walking time needs to be 
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considered. There is a growing body of literature that considers walking time on the 

accessibility to local parks. In the past, many studies such as that done by Omer (2005) 

have used Euclidian distance to create walking service area buffers. More recently, 

Euclidian distance has largely been replaced by network distance in walking analysis.  

Oh and Jeong (2007) use service population and service area ratios in Korea, 

derived by using network analysis, to identify areas and populations that fall outside of a 

1 km distance, a threshold walking distance set by Korea’s Urban Park Law. Oliver et al. 

(2007) recently published a study that explores how the influence of land use type 

encourages both walking for leisure and walking for errands. In the first part of their 

study, they conducted a survey of 1311 respondents in greater Vancouver, assessing the 

amount of time respondents spend on walking and leisure. Then they geo-coded each 

respondents postal code centroid and created 1 km network buffer around their location 

in order to capture their land-use environment.  

Probably the most crucial caveat in the measurement of walking accessibility is 

the presence of individual level data. Often the distance to a service that would be 

considered unreasonable for somebody to walk is similar to the scale of aggregation, 

making the results almost meaningless. Geo-referenced infrastructural data are available 

in many countries, but it rarely contains any socio-economic or demographic information. 

One exception is Israel. Dating back to the 1995 census, Israel has geo-referenced 

demographic attributes of every citizen and family to the building in which they live in 

areas with a population of greater than 2000 people (Benenson and Omer 2003). 

 Omer (2005) uses these data to explore the spatial equity of park distribution in  

Tel Aviv. The accessibility measure considers both individual distance to the nearest park 
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as well as park size as criteria of spatial equity. He notes that the Israeli government uses 

this criteria to denote that residents should be allotted at least “4m^2 of park area per 

person within a 250 m radius of their home.” Using this criteria, it is found that 44% of 

the population live in an area of under provision, while 19% of the population live in 

areas of over provision, or areas with greater than 20m^2 of park area. Exploiting the 

presence of high resolution socio-economic data, he is also able to distinguish the level of 

provision by income and race. 

High resolution socio-economic data is a luxury enjoyed by few researchers, 

probably to the benefit of the privacy concerns of citizens. Talen (2003) points out that 

there is often a trade-off between using precise locational data and accurate socio-

economic data. “If parcels are used, the locations are known but the characteristics of the 

individual within those locations can only be assumed. If census geography is used, the 

location is compromised by using centroid locations, but socio-economic characteristics 

aggregated by zone can be determined”. Zanderbergen and Chakraborty (2006) propose a 

way to overcome this dichotomy in a study comparing the air pollution exposure 

potential of 159,923 school children at both their home and school locations. They use 

Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) to plot the cumulative percent of children as a 

function of distance to the nearest pollutant source facility. Individual geo-coded 

locations of children were used to weight the centroids of schools, tracts, and block 

groups to compare the CDFs between each type of pollutant source facility. Their method 

of using individual level data to give weight to aggregated zones presents a way to 

preserve both precise locational and socio-economic data.  
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2.9 Neighborhood Deprivation Measures and Mobility  

 Many studies have been done to measure the socio-economic status of people 

based upon a wide range of variables. The first major development was called the social 

deprivation index, which is widely attributed to Townsend (1979) in his book: A survey 

of Household Resources and Standards of Living. His approach, which has been 

developed and widely used over the years, was important because it broadened the 

concept of poverty beyond just income to other measures of neighborhood status such as 

unemployment, car ownership, household size, and house ownership rate (Eibner and 

Sturm 2005). Eroglu (2006) has identified three major criticisms within the literature to 

Townsend’s approach. The first highlights the difficulty of developing purely objective 

measures of deprivation given the value judgments of the scientist that must go into 

creating them. The second criticism is the ambiguity between the actual constraints 

individuals face, and the specific lifestyle choices that they make. The final criticism is 

Townsend’s use of clear-cut deprivation thresholds, which given the relative nature of 

social well-being, might not always be appropriate.    

 According to Eroglu (2006), Mack and Lansley (1985) looked to extend 

Townsend’s analysis in their book, Poor Britain, by addressing the first two major 

criticisms of Townsends work. First, they sought to define deprivation by eliciting the 

“social perception” from the majority of the population of the necessity of certain items, 

rather than a purely academic interpretation. Second, they sought to distinguish 

individual constraints from lifestyle choices by asking individuals if they wanted what 

they didn’t have, and if they did, if those things were affordable to them. Hallerod (2004) 
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went a step further in his proportional deprivation index (PDI) by weighting each item by 

the proportion of the population which considered it a necessity. Eroglu (2006), in 

addition to incorporating the work of the previous authors, included a broader range of 

deprivation variables which were classified into three categories: monetary, consumption, 

and work related. He then conducted factor analysis, weighting each variable by “social 

perception”, to collapse the data into a final measure. Additional strategies have been 

developed recently that use a variation of the deprivation index to predict such things as 

health outcomes (Eibner and Sturm 2005, Stafford and Marmot) and personal mobility 

(Apparicio et. al. 2006). 

 

2.10 Food Accessibility Measures  

 Various indicators have been utilized over the years to study the spatial variability 

in access to food retailers. These include the spatial accessibility indicators already 

mentioned, as well as simple and model based provision indicators. An example of a 

simple provision indicator is the measure of grocery store square footage per household 

by zone (Clark et al. 2002). A more complex model based indicator would also attempt to 

quantify actual demand related to actual supply.  

Food accessibility measures can produce very different results, depending on the 

assumptions and methodology being used. The most robust study that I have found that 

incorporates individual walking distance, though not individual level data, into the 

analysis, was conducted in Montreal by Apparicio et al. (2006). They use a “multi-

dimensional exploratory data analysis” to develop a final food accessibility index. To do 

this, they start by combining three different measures of supermarket access, “proximity”, 
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“diversity”, and “variety”. All three are measured from the centroid of each census tract, 

which was the smallest areal unit of information available. The measure of proximity was 

derived by using network shortest path distance; diversity was derived by measuring the 

total number of supermarkets within a “walkable” 1000m network distance; and variety 

was derived by measuring mean network distance to three different supermarket chains.  

 The authors then adapt Townsend’s (2003) relative deprivation index by 

combining an income measure with a custom “social deprivation index”, which includes 

five social indicators. These indicators are: 1) The percentage of the population that are 

low income; 2) the percentage single-parent families; 3) the percentage of unemployed; 

4) the percentage that are over 20 years old with less than a 9th grade education; 5) and 

the percentage of immigrants. To derive the index each variable was standardized on a 

zero to one scale, and then summed to create an index with zero representing minimum 

deprivation and five representing maximum deprivation.  

 Finally, they combined the spatial accessibility index with the social deprivation 

index in three different ways to identify “food deserts”. The first was to calculate the 

population weighted statistics to relate low income accessibility to the rest of the 

population. The second was to run a Pearson correlation to explore the relationship 

between social deprivation and supermarket accessibility. The final and most useful 

measure for identifying “food deserts” was the computation of hierarchical cluster 

analysis to group census tracks with similar levels of social deprivation and accessibility. 

 Their results indicate that there are a few small isolated “food deserts” in 

Montreal, but on a city-wide scale it is not a big issue. They suggest that there are 

probably other, more important limiting factors relating to cultural, economic, and social 
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issues, which would require detailed fieldwork to uncover. They acknowledge that their 

study was limited by the assumption that supermarkets are the only source of healthy, 

diverse, and cheap food. While this assumption has been shown to be true in many areas, 

it might not be true for many neighborhoods that contain locally grown produce.  
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

3.1 Study Area 

 3.1.1 History and Demographics 

The area under investigation is Bernalillo County, New Mexico. Evidence 

suggests that people first entered the Rio Grande Valley about 12,000 years ago, and the 

Spanish began entering the Valley about 500 years ago. The first Spanish expeditions, led 

by Francisco Vasques Coronado and Juan de Oñate, took place during the late 1500’s, 

leading to the establishing of land grant communities in the early 1700’s. These land 

grants in the “New Spain” stretched west to the Rio Puerco and East to the Rio Grande.  

 Since the 1960’s, the population of the larger metropolitan area of Albuquerque in 

Bernalillo County has grown rapidly, stretching East to the Sandia Mountains, North to 

the Sandia Pueblo, South to the Isleta Pueblo, and West towards the Rio Puerco (Friends 

of Albuquerque 2006). As of the 2000 census, the population of Bernalillo County was 

556,678, which was a 15.8% increase from 1990. Much of the growth has been due to 

non-Hispanic migration. Non-Hispanics comprised 58% of the total population in 2000 

(BBER) 

 

 3.1.2 Agricultural Roots 

From the time that the land grant communities were established, the Rio Grande 

has been considered the lifeblood of an agricultural way of life in a very arid region. 

Agricultural lands were informally divided into long sections that ran perpendicular to the 

acequias while on the western mesa cattle and sheep were grazed communally. The late 
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19th and early 20th centuries saw an economic and population boom as the agricultural 

communities began exporting sheep, cattle, and other goods out of state. Contributing to 

this was the rail service and bridge construction, leading to the easy movement of goods. 

Starting in around the 1940’s it became harder for the residents to rely primarily on 

agricultural for its foundation of survival due to events such as the advent of large-scale 

agribusiness, an increase in trade due to lower transportation costs, and economic change.  

These days less than 3% of the landowners own more than 40 acres of agricultural 

land. Many of these large landowners are phasing out farming activities unless there is 

another source of income to support it. Much of the younger generation have no intention 

of maintaining the farming tradition, so much of the land is being sold and developed for 

residential, industrial, and commercial uses. The majority of small farmers work full time 

non-agricultural jobs and maintain a small parcel of land for mainly symbolic and 

cultural purposes. The majority of the population relies on imported food to anchor their 

diet. Nevertheless, food sold in farmer’s markets and neighborhood food stands is still 

available (Friends of Albuquerque 2006). 

 

3.1.3 Regions of Bernalillo County 

Figure 4 shows a map of Bernalillo County and the sub-regions that have been 

defined based upon cultural and other demographic characteristics. They will also be 

used later to describe food accessibility characteristics in different parts of the County. 

These regions include northwest Albuquerque, the South Valley, the North Valley, the 

Northeast Heights, the Southeast Heights, the East Mountain area, the University area, 

and the parts of the County which have a very minimal population. 
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Figure 4: Function Regions in Bernalillo County 
 
 
3.2 Data Sources 
 

Walking Network. A walking network was derived from four shapefiles. Three of 

them were downloaded from the City of Albuquerque GIS website 

http://www.cabq.gov/gis/download.html, including street network, bike path, and arroyo 
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networks. Each of these shapefiles have the same geographic coordinate system of 

GCS_North_American_1983_Harn, and same projection of NAD 1983 HARN 

StatePlane New Mexico Central FIPS 3002 Feet. The street centerlines shapefile includes 

41,948 records; each record has information on the low and high address range on each 

side of the street, making it ideal for geocoding. The bike trails shapefile includes 2,185 

records, but only 865 records are actually existing trails; the rest are being proposed. The 

most important fields include the length of each bike trail as well as construction status. 

The arroyos shapefile includes fields such as length, as well as certain engineering 

specifications, such as depth, width, and slope. The fourth shapefile was downloaded 

from the Sandoval County GIS website http://gisftp.sandovalcounty.com/. It contains 

much of the same information as the Bernalillo County street shapefile, but it lacks a 

spatial reference. 

Address Point and Zoning Data (2006). A zoning shapefile was used to identify 

residential address points from an address point shapefile for Bernalillo County. It 

appears that in some cases the residential zoning category might have undercounted 

actual areas of residence, especially in the East Mountain area. Both of these shapefiles 

were also obtained from the City of Albuquerque GIS website and had the same spatial 

reference as the previous shapefiles. In the address point shapefile, there are a total of 

223,048 records. Each record contains the street address, as well as the lot, block, and 

subdivision. The zoning shapefile contains the zoning type and category. Residential 

zones are signified by the category 7, which was used to create a residential addresses 

layer. This shapefile contained a total of 179,529 addresses classified as residential.   
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Block Group Data – Block group level census data, including income, poverty, 

education, and race, were obtained from RGIS 

http://rgis.unm.edu/loader_div.cfm?theme=Socioeconomic%20Data  and downloaded as 

database files. While these files contained information broken down by gender, age 

groups, etc., the data were cleaned up leaving the following information: percent of 

people under the poverty line; percent of adults who have not graduated high-school; 

percent of adults who are unemployed; and percent of people who are disabled. A 

shapefile of block groups, as well as a database of car ownership by renter and owner 

households, was downloaded from the National Census website 

http://factfinder.census.gov/home/saff/main.html?_lang=en . The car ownership 

information was cleaned up to get information on the percent of households that don’t 

own cars.  

Food Store Location Information (2007) – Retail food location databases were 

obtained from the Bernalillo County, Sandoval County, and New Mexico environmental 

health departments directly. Each database required some considerable cleaning, 

especially the county database which had no store type information. Locations were 

differentiated by store type, including supermarkets, grocery stores, specialty stores, 

farmers’ markets, gas stations/prepackaged stores, and non-profit meal kitchens. In the 

end, only the former four were considered in the analysis for two reasons: 1) to only 

consider places containing healthy food; and 2) to limit the scope of the analysis. For the 

sake of simplicity, farmers markets were categorized as grocery stores. Supermarket 

locations were validated using the company website store locators, the yellow pages, and 
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by calling uncertain locations. There were many supermarkets that had either moved or 

were not in the food database, possibly because they were new.  

Digital Orthophotography (2005-2006) – A total of 64 7.5 minute quad digital 

orthophotos covering populated areas in Bernalillo County were obtained from RGIS 

http://rgis.unm.edu/loader_div.cfm?theme=Digital%20Orthophotography . Their 

geographic coordinate system is GCS North American 1983, and their projected 

coordinate system is NAD 1983 UTM Zone 13N. They each have a 1-meter spatial 

resolution and an RGB color scale. They were used mainly for visualization, checking 

data integrity, and as a reference to digitize unmatched store addresses.  

Bus Stops (2008) – A shapefile of bus stops was downloaded from the City of 

Albuquerque, GIS website. It contains the same spatial reference as the other shapefiles 

from the same place. There are a total of 2,907 bus stops. The fields contain information 

regarding location, schedule, connection, direction, etc.  

 

3.3 Analysis 

 3.3.1 Network Distance  

In order to account for the fact that the some vulnerable food shoppers might not 

own vehicles, a network was developed that was walker-centric. This was done by 

appending the routes that could be considered suitable for walking, including roads, bike 

paths, and arroyos. The two interstates I-40 and I-25 were excluded because of their 
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unsuitability for walking. Also excluded were bike paths and arroyos that followed close 

and parallel with existing roads, as well as those which would clearly be unreasonable 

routes. Additional editing was required to match up the Sandoval and Bernalillo road 

networks and to create intersections where the roads intersected with the bike paths and 

arroyos. The topology rule, “Must Not Intersect”, was used to highlight all the 

intersecting routes and to give them nodes all at once. After the routes were ready, a final 

network was created using the create network tool in ArcCatalog. Distance was used as 

the cost instead of time, due to the fact that estimating time requires assuming a specific 

mode of transportation.  

 

3.3.2 Geocoding Store Locations 

 The Bernalillo County address point dataset was used to create an address locator 

of the type “US One Address”. This was used to geocode the addresses of each store 

type, creating a supermarket match rate of 74%, a grocery store match rate of 80%, and a 

specialty store match rate of 89%. Using Google Maps as a reference, remaining 

unmatched addresses were matched by manually digitizing them, resulting in a 100% 

match rate for each store type. The Sandoval County parcel layer was used to create 

address locator of the same type, US One Address. This was used to geocode the stores 

that were near the northern Bernalillo County border. There was an 80% match rate for 

supermarkets, a 50% match rate for grocery stores, and a 50% match rate for specialty 

shops. Unmatched addresses were manually digitized, resulting in a 100% match rate for 

each store type. A supermarket just east of the county was digitized and connected to the 
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network. The two-kilometer areas just west and south of the county lacked food stores 

and so were not considered. 

 

 3.3.3 Food Proximity Index 

 It is generally assumed, with strong empirical evidence behind it, that chain 

supermarkets offer a wider variety of healthy food at lower prices than grocery stores and 

specialty food stores (MacDonald and Nelson 1991, Chung and Myers 1999, Kaufman 

1999). This is often used as a convenient reason to only consider chain supermarkets in 

the identification of poor food environments. While this is probably justified in most 

situations, it neglects the role that smaller and more “local” neighborhood food stores 

might play in providing food in neglected areas, as well as a sense of community culture 

and empowerment. For this reason, supermarkets were the main store type considered, 

but grocery stores/farmers markets and specialty stores were considered also. To get a 

visual interpretation of food coverage in Bernalillo County, a network analysis, service 

area polygon solver was used to visualize the service areas of each store type. Multiple 

network buffers breaks were created at 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 kilometer intervals.  

 The next goal was to develop a food proximity ranking based upon network 

distance. The goal in developing this was to produce the highest resolution measure of 

individual distance possible, while still being able to compare the results to the mobility 

measures which are aggregated to a block group scale.  The problem with the commonly 

used centroid distance measure are MAUP, which cause more or less problems 

depending on the spatial distribution, the size of the block group, and the type of 
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transportation being used. The last point is especially important considering that the 

network was developed to be walking-centric. The only way around this problem is to 

use individual level data, which almost never contains socio-economic information.  

 An alternative is to take the median of all the individual distances from each 

address within the block group. This method still contains problems of MAUP, but in 

some situations it could be more accurate. It was decided that is would be useful to run 

both aggregated measures, and then compare their cumulative distribution functions 

(CDFs) to the CDF of all the individual distances without the aggregation. To derive the 

block distance measure, a network analysis, closest facility solver was used to find the 

distance from every block group centroid to the nearest store for each type. To derive the 

median distance measure, residential address points were selected out of an address point 

data set using a zoning layer to identify them. This was done using a spatial query. Then 

a spatial join was performed between the address points and the block group layer to 

determine the block group origin of each address point. A network analysis, closest 

facility solver was then used to find the distance from every residential address point to 

the nearest store type. Finally, the data were summarized by block group to get the 

median distance measure. 

In addition to a visual comparison using CDFs, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (KS-

tests) were conducted to gauge the statistical differences between the median and centroid 

distance measures, and between these measures and the actual distance measure. In order 

to conduct the analysis, the tables of aggregated distance values were table joined to the 

table of actual distance measures, creating duplicate aggregated values according to the 

number of residential address points in the block group. This was done to provide 
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weighting based on the number of address points. A very small percentage of records 

were not given values for one or more of the measures due to problems associated with 

attaching remote address points or centroids to a network. These records were therefore 

not considered for any of the measures in order for the comparison to be based upon the 

same populations. A random sample of 25% the values were then taken so that the 

software could process the KS test. Finally, each pair of values was stacked and grouped 

and the test was performed.   

Five maps were created using the median distance measure to rank block groups 

by their median proximity. Three of the maps ranked the block groups by the median 

nearest distance to each store type. The ranking breakdown was on a 1-5 scale, 5 

indicating high accessibility and 1 indicating low. The distance divisions were based 

upon both personal judgments as to what constitutes a long way to walk for food, and to 

the precedent in the literature. Generally if the nearest store distance is less the 1 

kilometer or 500 meters to a food location or urban amenity, access is considered to be 

good or sufficient (Jeong 2007, Oliver et al. 2007, Apparicio et al. 2007, Smoyer-Tomic 

et al. 2006, Clark 2007, Wrigley 2002). In my judgment, nearest distances to food 

locations greater than 2.5 kilometers constitutes very poor access. The distance ranking 

was as follows: 5) less than 1 kilometer; 4) 1-1.5 kilometers; 3) 1.5-2 kilometers; 2) 2.-

2.5 kilometers; 1) greater than 2.5 kilometers.   

The fourth map combined grocery stores and supermarkets into one category and 

ranked the block groups by the median nearest distance to either store type. The ranking 

reflected closer distances than the original three maps. The purpose of this was to better 
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represent the distribution of the data, which included almost double the number of stores. 

The distance ranking was as follows: 5) < .5 kilometers; 4) .5-1 kilometer; 3) 1-1.5 

kilometers; 2) 1.5-2 kilometers; and 1) >2 kilometers. The final map tested the diversity 

of specialty stores by ranking each block group by the median of the third nearest 

distance from every address point to a specialty store. In this case the ranking reflected 

further distances than the original three maps. The purpose of this was to better represent 

the luxury of this choice more directly than equity of it. The ranking was as follows: 5) 

<1.5 kilometers; 4) 1.5-2.5 kilometers;   3) 2.5-3.5 kilometers; 2) 3.5-5 kilometers; and 1) 

>5 kilometers.  

Also, the individual distances from all of the residential address points to each 

store type were correlated to find the spatial relationship of each store’s accessibility. The 

data wer determined to be non-normal using Anderson-Darling tests (Appendix B, Figure 

2). Three random samples of 10% of the total distance values were taken for each store 

type in order for the software to be able to process the correlations. A Spearman Ranked 

correlation was conducted for each sample between the three store types, which provided 

a small range of possible correlations.  

 

3.3.4 Mobility Index  

Apparicio et al. (2006) and others commonly combine measures of food 

proximity with measures of “social deprivation” to characterize food accessibility and 

identify “food deserts”. “Social Deprivation”, which is derived from a plethora of socio-
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economic indicators, is used as a proxy for personal mobility. It is not clear why 

measures of transportation availability, such as car ownership or proximity to a bus 

network, are not regularly used instead as measures of personal mobility. Of course they 

also have their limitations. A mother with small children might not have access to the 

family car if the husband drove it to work, for example. It is probably necessary to 

combine both “social deprivation” and transportation availability to get a well rounded 

measure. For these reasons, an applied relative deprivation index that reflects dimensions 

of personal mobility was developed. While recent studies of relative deprivation have 

used dozens of variables (Eroglu 2006, Eibner and Sturm 2005), only 5 variables were 

chosen here for three reasons: 1) The intention was not to develop a very robust, all 

encompassing measure of social welfare; the use of a deprivation index was specifically 

applied to mobility as a dimension of overall food accessibility; 2) most of the variables 

were more or less correlated (i.e. gave a similar idea of mobility), justifying the use of a 

limited number of variables; and 3) there is precedence in the food accessibility literature 

to use a limited number of variables in the measurement of personal accessibility.  

 The variables included in the analysis were: a) percent of households below the 

poverty line; b) percent of adults that are unemployed; c) percent of the population that is 

disabled; d) percent of adults without a high-school education; and perhaps most relevant 

to this analysis, e) percent of households that do not own a vehicle. After each of the 

variables were determined to be non-normal by running Anderson-Darling tests 

(Appendix C, Figure 1), Spearman Ranked correlations were run between each of them. 

Given the small number of variables, it was decided not to perform a factor analysis on 

them, opting instead to create a combined standardized index. Following the example of 
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Apparicio et al. (2006), the index was a sum of each variable standardized on a 0 to 1 

scale.  

Each individual variable was mapped according to a quintile classification. The 

index was also mapped, using a quintile classification. Anselin Local Moran’s I tests 

were performed on each map to identify areas of clustering that were statistically 

significant at the α=.05 level. The clustering results of the index map were then visually 

compared to each individual map. 

In addition to creating an index of personal mobility, it was also determined 

useful to run an analysis of bus accessibility. People closer to bus routes would be 

considered to have a higher personal mobility. To do this, a network analysis, closest 

facility solver was created to find the median nearest distance from every residential 

address point within every block group. Then the median block group distance was 

determined and mapped using a quintile classification. 

 

 3.3.5 Identifying Clusters for Comparison 

 With the exception of Wrigley et al (2004), I have not seen any GIS based food 

accessibility studies corroborate their results with the perceptions of people in those 

areas. Consequently, many of the assumptions underlying the analysis are not verified for 

their particular study area. In addition to testing the overall accuracy of the analysis, it 

was deemed necessary to test a key assumption in the literature regarding “food deserts”; 

that supermarkets are the only real source of cheap and healthy food. To do this, two 
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clusters of block groups were identified to be surveyed. The purpose was to gauge 

people’s perception of access in areas with very different food environments. The 

contrast in spatial distribution between supermarkets and grocery stores was the 

strongest, allowing for useful comparison. Specialty store accessibility was not used in 

identifying the clusters for two reasons. The coverage was deemed sufficient in most 

parts of the county according to both the nearest distance and diversity map, and it was 

found to be moderately or highly correlated to both supermarket and grocery store 

distance, negating the possibility of drawing sharp contrasts. The surveys, however, were 

designed to indicate the role that they might play in perceptions of the food environment.  

Before considering these different food environments, the blocks were restricted 

to areas with low personal mobility in order to control for the impact it has on food 

accessibility. Bus accessibility was also considered as a control variable, but due to the 

wide coverage in most parts of the city, especially in the low mobility areas, it was not 

used. The block groups were then narrowed down to two clusters of adjacent block 

groups that had either very poor supermarket accessibility or very poor grocery store 

accessibility. Finally, demographic and accessibility statistics were derived for all of the 

block groups within the clusters. Aggregate cluster statistics were also compared to the 

same aggregated county level statistics.   

 

 3.3.6 Sampling and Survey  

Both English and Spanish copies of a survey were sent to 1000 households in 

each cluster. The questions were written to both validate the food accessibility measures, 

as well as to compare perceptions of food accessibility in the two different environments. 
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The information sought was where people actually buy their food, what transportation 

they use to get there, how long it takes them to get there, their level of satisfaction with 

their neighborhood food options, how their food environment affects fruit and vegetable 

consumption, and certain demographic and transportation information. Figure 5 shows 

what the English version looked like.  
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Where do you do buy food most often? 

chain supermarket │grocery store │specialty/health food store│ farmers market/food stand │ gas station 

Please give the name or description of this location (optional)  

What is your primary means of transportation when shopping for food? 

driving   │   bike riding   │   taking the bus  │  catching a ride a with a friend   │  walking 

Does your family own 1 or more vehicles? 

Yes   │   No 

On average, how long does it take to get from your house to your shopping location? 

0-5 minutes │ 5-10 minutes │ 10-15 minutes │ 15-20 minutes │ 20-30 minutes │ greater than 30  

Are you satisfied with the food shopping options within a 15 minute travel time from your house? 

Yes  │  No 

If not, what kind of food stores would you like to have available? 

How often do you buy fresh fruits and vegetables? 

every day  │  twice a week  │  once a week   │  twice a month   │  once a month  │  never 

Would you buy more fruits and vegetables if they were closer and easier to get to?  

Yes  │  No 

If not, why? 

How many people live in your household? 

1 │ 2 │ 3 │ 4 │ 5 │ 6 │ 7 │ greater than 7 

What is your ethnicity? 

Hispanic │ White │ African American │ Native American │Asian  │ Multi-Racial │ Other 

What is your approximate net household income per year? 

Less than $30,000 │ $30,000-$40,000 │ $40,000-$60,000 │ $60,000-$80,000 │ Greater than $80,000 

 
Figure 5: Survey used to gauge the perception of food accessibility in two clusters 
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 3.3.7 Survey Data Analysis  

 

The survey results were tabulated into both numerical and proportional 

contingency tables. A power analysis was performed to determine if the sample size was 

large enough to be significant given the alpha (α) of .05, and the power (1-β) of .95 

assumed in the design. If not, the actual power was calculated given the sample size and 

interpreted in the results. Another test was performed to determine if the sample 

represented the census 2000 population in terms of two key demographic indicators 

included in the survey, ethnicity and income. Census data on ethnicity is difficult to use 

because it allows people to choose their ethnicity and race, a distinction often ambiguous 

in the minds of many people. Furthermore, while it allows for people to choose 

“Hispanic” or “Latino” as a race, it doesn’t give them that option for ethnicity. While 

many Hispanics identify as being ethnically “White”, but racially “Hispanic/Latino”, 

many others identify as being ethnically “Other” and racially “Hispanic/Latino”. Census 

figures falling into these two categories were organized into a single “Hispanic” category 

to match up with my survey. Figures of those who are ethnically “White”, and racially 

“non-Hispanic/Latino” were organized into a “White” category. The “Multi-Racial” 

category was organized solely by ethnicity, independent of race. The “Other” category 

was organized to including ethnic “African Americans”, “Native Americans”, “Asian 

Americans”, and “Hawaiian’s” independently of race, as well as those who identified 

themselves as ethnically “Other” and racially, “Non-Hispanic/Latino”.  

Finally, Chi-Square tests were then performed for each question to determine if 

the populations in the two clusters had significantly different responses. For some 
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questions, duplicate answers were given, even though the survey clearly requested one 

answer. These were excluded from the Chi-Square analysis. Categories for some 

questions had too few responses (less than 5). When feasible, these responses were 

grouped in with another category. For example, the 20-30 minute travel time category 

was grouped with the 15-20 minute category to create a 15-30 minute category. For the 

question regarding transportation type, there were less than five responses in both clusters 

for every category except for driving. All of the other transportation types were grouped, 

leaving a driving category and a non-driving category.  

Finally, a small field investigation was done comparing the quality, variety, and 

price of food in stores that were frequently shopped at, and were in or very close to the 

study clusters. Stores visited include Stadium Market, John Brooks, Fair and Square, 

Nice and Fresh, Smiths, and Sunflower Market. A list of food items were compared for 

availability and lowest price, including apples, Roma tomatoes, bananas, lettuce, milk, 

eggs, and whole wheat bread.  
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Chapter 4 

 
Results 

 
 4.1 Spatial Distribution of Food Retailers. 
 
 The spatial distribution of supermarkets, grocery stores, and specialty stores, 

reveals a clear pattern over different parts of the county (Figure 6). It is evident that 

different populations within the county have access to different food options. The East 

Mountain area contains a couple of grocery stores, but lacks supermarkets or specialty 

stores. Likewise, there is a grocery store on the far west of the county, but again no 

supermarkets or specialty stores. Within Albuquerque, the northeast and northwest areas 

of the city have a predominance of supermarkets and few of the other types. Areas with 

an equal mix of all three stores include parts of the Southeast Heights, the southern part 

of the Northwest Heights, and the northwestern part of the South Valley. Finally, areas 

with very few supermarkets and a predominance of the other two types include most of 

the North Valley and South Valley.   
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Figure 6: Spatial Distribution of supermarkets, grocery stores, and specialty stores 
 

 

4.2 Service Areas of Each Store Type 

 Figures 7-9 show the service area polygons for 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 kilometer breaks 

for each type of food store. They reveal areas where access to each kind of store is poor, 
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especially for those without adequate access to transportation. It is apparent that the 

patterns of access are similar to those previously described.  

 

 

Figure 7: Supermarket Network Catchment Areas 
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Figure 8: Grocery Store Network Catchment Areas 
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Figure 9: Specialty Store Network Catchment Areas 
 
 
 
4.3 Comparison of Aggregation Measures 
 
 An initial look at the CDFs for each store type (Figures 10-12) suggests that 

neither aggregation measure is clearly more accurate at distances under 5 kilometers. At 

distances further than that, it appears that the centroid distance measure becomes less 
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accurate. It is hard to be certain about this, however, considering that in the East 

Mountain area where many large distances exist, residential address points were probably 

undercounted and their spatial distribution might have been misleading.  
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Figure 10: CDF’s Comparing Block Group Median Distance and Centroid Distance 
to the Control Measure of Address Distance to Supermarkets 
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Figure 11: CDF’s Comparing Block Group Median Distance and Centroid Distance 
to the Control Measure of Address Distance to Grocery Stores 
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Figure 12: CDF’s Comparing Block Group Median Distance and Centroid Distance 
to the Control Measure of Address Distance to Specialty Stores 
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The null hypothesis of the KS tests were that the cumulative distributions are 

similar to each other. The KS tests (Table 1) show D values ranging from 4.19 to 9.05, 

which is much larger than the critical D value of .0091. This is an unequivocal rejection 

of the null hypothesis, indicating that each measure is significantly different. The median 

distance measure and the centroid distance measure had the least similar cumulative 

distributions for all three store types, with D-values ranging from 7.18 to 9.05. This 

suggests that the choice in aggregated measure makes a big difference in the outcome. 

The median distance measure had the most similar cumulative distribution to the actual 

measure for each store type, with D-values ranging from 4.19 to 6.23. This suggests that 

while the median measure is imperfect, it is the most accurate of the two options. Based 

upon these results, the median distance measure was used to determine the block group 

distance to each store type.  

 
Table 1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS-test) For Each Measure and Store Type 
 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (KS-test) for Each Measure and Store Type
Supermarket Hypothesis Alpha Critical D Actual D Test Conclusion
Centroid vs. Median Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 9.04 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Address vs. Median Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 6.23 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Address vs. Centroid Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 8.97 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Grocery
Median vs. Centroid Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 7.81 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Address vs. Median Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 4.19 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Address vs. Centroid Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 5.88 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Specialty Store
Median vs. Centroid Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 9.05 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Address vs. Median Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 6 CritD<D Reject: not similar
Address vs. Centroid Ho:=, Ha:≠ 0.05 0.0091 8.13 CritD<D Reject: not similar  
 
 
 4.4 Spatial Accessibility of Food Retailers 
 
 By ranking each census block using the median distance measure, I was able to 

get a good picture in specific areas of high and low accessibility for different store types. 
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The results are similar to what was presented in the earlier maps, in that there is a clear 

spatial pattern of contrasting types of spatial accessibility of different store types. Figure 

13 shows the median distance to supermarkets. If one were to consider only the influence 

of supermarkets, which is a standard practice in the literature, then the populated areas 

with the lowest food accessibility would clearly be the North Valley, South of Montano 

Blvd, the South Valley on the East Side of the Rio Grande, and the East Mountain area.   
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Figure 13: Ranking of Block Groups by the Median Distance to Supermarkets  
 
 

If on the other hand, only grocery stores were to be considered (Figure 14), then 

the North Valley north of Montano Blvd and the Eastern part of the Southeast Heights 

would have the lowest access, and the South Valley would be considered an area of high 

access.  
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Figure 14: Ranking of Block Groups by the Median Distance to Grocery Stores 
 
 
 
 

An interesting side analysis is to consider grocery stores and supermarkets 

together as equal providers of food provision, thereby sidestepping any assumptions 

about their relative food availability and cost (Appendix A, Figure 1). If they were equal, 

then most of the populated parts of the county would have adequate provision. 
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According to Figure 15, specialty stores are the most widely distributed and 

accessible store type. It is difficult to interpret food provision however, given the fact that 

by definition the food selection is very specific and can vary greatly from store to store. 

For example, one store might sell only meat, another store only green chili, and another 

store only cakes and pastries.  

 
Figure 15: Ranking of Block Groups by Median Distance to Specialty Stores 
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Another interesting side analysis is to look at the median distance to the 3rd 

nearest specialty store as a way to account for the high variability of food sold at these 

stores. Appendix A, Figure 2 gives an indication of areas that lack a diverse selection of 

specialty shops. These areas include the Northeast Heights, the university area, and the 

northwest part of town. Perhaps without coincidence, these are the areas that also have 

the best access to supermarkets. 

 Table 2 shows the individual distance correlations between the three types of 

stores, which was each conducted three times using a 10% random sample of the data 

each time. This was done to allow the software to process the correlations. Each of the 

sample sets revealed similar results for each correlation. The individual distances are 

positively correlated between each store type. Specialty stores and grocery stores have 

the highest correlation by distance, ranging from r=.652 to r=.665. Supermarkets and 

specialty stores have a lower correlation by distance, ranging from r=.405 to r=.417. 

Finally, supermarkets and grocery stores have the lowest distance correlation, ranging 

from r=.303 to r=.309.  

Table 2: Spearman Ranked Correlations for three 10% samples of the Individual 
Distances to Supermarkets, Grocery Stores, and Specialty Stores  
 

Spearman Ranked Correlations (Values significant at α=.01)  
Sample 1: Size=18004 (a) (b) (c)
(a) Supermarket Distance (km) 1
(b) Grocery Store Distance (km) 0.309 1
(c) Specialty Store Distance (km) 0.405 0.665 1
Sample 2: Size=17929 (a) (b) (c)
(a) Supermarket Distance (km) 1
(b) Grocery Store Distance (km) 0.304 1
(c) Specialty Store Distance (km) 0.417 0.652 1
Sample 3: Size=17788 (a) (b) (c)
(a) Supermarket Distance (km) 1
(b) Grocery Store Distance (km) 0.303 1
(c) Specialty Store Distance (km) 0.411 0.657 1  
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4.5 Personal Mobility Indicators 
 
        Descriptive statistics of the five personal mobility indicators shown in Table 3 give 

us an idea of the range of values. Most of the variables have minimum of 0% and a 

maximum in the 40-80% range. The disability variable had the highest median 

percentage of 19.5%, while the car ownership variable had the lowest median value of 

4.6%. The education variable had the highest standard deviation of values of 19.5 %, 

while the unemployment variable had a standard deviation of 5.33%. 

 

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Each Personal Mobility Indicator 

N Mean StDev Minimum Median Maximum

Poverty % 430 14.22% 11.65% 0% 11.28% 62.31%

Unemployment % 430 6.19% 5.33% 0% 4.93% 40.56%

No Car % 430 6.84% 7.42% 0% 4.60% 53.05%

Disability % 430 20.20% 8.37% 4.07% 19.50% 62.41%
Lacking HS % 430 16.68% 15.46% 0% 11.47% 77.14%  

 

Each of the five variables used to indicate personal mobility were mapped. Figure 

16 is a quintile map showing the percentage of households that do not own a car in each 

block group. There appears to be a concentration of low car ownership in the South 

Valley east of the Rio Grande, as well as in the Southeast Heights. 
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Figure 16: Quintile Map Showing the Percentage of Households that do Not Own a 
Car For Each Block Group  
 
 

Figure 17 is a quintile map showing the percentage of households below the 

poverty line in each block group. There appears to be concentrations of poverty in the 

South Valley on both sides of the Rio Grande, the southern part of the North Valley, and 

in the Southeast Heights, and in blocks immediately surrounding the University of New 

Mexico (UNM).  
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Figure 17: Quintile Map Showing the Percentage of Households Below the Poverty 
Line For Each Block Group  
 
 

Figure 18 is a quintile map showing the percentage of adults who are unemployed 

in each block group. There appear to be only minor concentrations of unemployment in 

the Southeast Heights and in the South Valley near the downtown area. 
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Figure 18: Quintile Map Showing the Percentage of Adults who Are Unemployed 
for Each Block Group  
 
 

Figure 19 is a quintile map showing the percentage of people who are disabled in 

each block group. There appears to be small clusters in the South Valley and Southeast 

Heights that have a high percentage of disabled people.  
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Figure 19: Quintile Map Showing the Percentage of People who Have a Disability 
for Each Block Group 
 
 

Figure 20 is a quintile map showing the percentage of adults who have not 

graduated high school in each block group. There are a high percentage of these adults in 

almost all of the South Valley, as well as in a part of the Southeast Heights. 
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Figure 20: Quintile Map Showing the Percentage of Adults Who Didn’t Graduate 
High-school for Each Block Group  
 
 
            The five variables used to predict personal mobility each reveal a similar pattern 

of spatial distribution. Generally the low mobility areas occur in the South Valley on both 

sides of the Rio Grande, in a cluster in the Southeast Heights, and to a lesser degree the 

North Valley. The areas of the highest mobility are in the northeast and northwest parts of 
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Albuquerque. Areas with mixed mobility include the lower northeast and northwest, the 

southwest, the far southeast heights, and the downtown/university area.  

 
A scatterplot comparing each of the variables (Figure 21) confirms the 

assumption that among all the variables there is a positive relationship to some degree.  
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Figure 21: Scatter-plots Between each Personal Mobility Variable 

 

A Spearman Ranked Correlation among the five variables (Table 4) indicates that 

there is a positive correlation. The highest correlations are between the education and the 

poverty variable at r=.705 and between the disability and education variable at r=.662. 
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The lowest correlations are between the car ownership and the unemployment variables 

at r=.398 and the unemployment and disability variables at r=.396. All of the other 

correlations are moderate at best.  

 

Table 4: Spearman Ranked Correlations Between the Five Personal Mobility 
Variables.  
 

Spearman Ranked Correlations (N=430. All Correlations are Significant at the α=.01 level) 

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

(a) Families Below Poverty Line (%) 1.000 
    

(b) Adults Unemployed (%) .550 1.000 
   

(c) Households Without a Car (%) .654 .398 1.000 
  

(d) Adults without a High-School Education (%) .705 .498 .534 1.000 
 

(e) People with a Disability (%) .524 .396 .482 .662 1.000 

 

 
 An Anselin Local Moran’s I analysis (Figure 22) for each variable shows that 

most of the low mobility clusters occur in the South Valley and the Southeast Heights, 

confirming the previous quintile analysis. There is also a predictable clustering of high 

mobility in the corner of the Northeast Heights. Appendix E, Figure 1, shows the areas 

with statistically significant clustering and dispersion based upon the z-values with α=5.  
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Figure 22: Anselin Local Moran’s I Cluster Analysis for each of the 
personal mobility variables 
 
 

The Final Personal Mobility Index (Figure 23), which is a quintile map showing 

the sum of each of the variables standardized on a 0 to 1 scale, reveals an expected 

pattern. Most of the low mobility block groups occur in the Southeast Heights cluster, as 

well as in the South Valley, primarily on the east side of the river.  
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Figure 23: Quintile Map Showing the Final Personal Mobility Index  

 

 
 A different measure of personal mobility, the median distance of the population to 

bus stops by block group, was also mapped (Appendix C, Figure 1) and compared to the 

demographically based index. It appears that there is no clear relationship between the 

two measures. Most of the block groups that have poor bus stop accessibility are on the 
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scarcely populated edges of the county. If anything, the demographically low mobility 

areas have better access to bus stops.  

 

4.6 Demographics of Final Survey Clusters 

 
Figure 24 shows the two block group clusters where surveys were sent. They were 

chosen for a couple of reasons. In each, there is a homogenous clustering of block groups 

containing a low personal mobility index and a unique food environment. The South 

Valley cluster has adequate grocery store accessibility and very low supermarket 

accessibility. The Southeast Heights cluster on the other hand has adequate supermarket 

accessibility and poor grocery store accessibility.  
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Figure 24: Final Block Group Cluster Survey Areas in the South Valley and 
Southeast Heights 
 
 

Each block group in the South Valley cluster has a personal mobility index 

greater than 1.637 and no higher than 2.617. There was a total of 2,571 residential 

address points in this cluster, and a total 2005 population of 12,389. Table 5 gives a 

description by block group and as an aggregate cluster the number of address points, 
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population, personal mobility index, average household size, and personal mobility 

variables.  

 

Table 5: Demographic Characteristics of the South Valley Cluster  
 
Blck Addr Pop Index Pov(%) NoCar(%) Unemp(%) NoHS(%) Disab(%) hhSize

(1) 165 729 2.17 50.34 14.05 5.75 50.77 21.4 3.35

(2) 215 793 1.64 22.68 16.81 3.61 50 16.84 3.31

(3) 152 769 2.01 18.46 11.95 6.39 57.07 38.63 3.21

(4) 251 742 2.41 39.76 6.7 12.92 64.23 33 3.44

(5) 250 1335 2.39 33.71 19.57 13.89 53.51 30.02 3.49

(6) 139 754 2.26 30.7 12.95 7.02 73.43 27.44 3.71

(7) 144 582 2.40 33.87 10.06 10.59 61.44 39.92 3.06

(8) 286 939 1.95 20.99 18.39 8.79 49.39 27.98 3.01

(9) 202 800 2.28 22.42 15.42 17.01 56.78 31.6 2.87

(10) 222 1107 2.61 41.51 27.81 11.61 50.67 32.26 2.37

(11) 204 962 2.25 47.21 9.27 6.57 60.53 23.67 3.22

(12) 122 1759 2.54 33.02 16.48 22.98 36.12 42.73 1.54

(13) 218 1118 1.82 33.8 19.71 7.07 36.72 19.16 2.43

Cluster(agg) 2570 12389 2.18 33.21 15.32 11.08 50.81 29.13 3.21

 

Each block group has a median nearest distance to a supermarket of greater than 

2.541 kilometers and no greater than 4.942 kilometers. Table 6 shows by block group and 

as an aggregated cluster the median distance to a supermarket, median grocery store 

distance, and median bus-stop distance.  
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Table 6: Median Nearest Distance Measures of the South Valley  
 
Blck Addr Pop MedSupDist(km) MedGrocDist(km) MedBusDist(km)

(1) 165 729 2.893 1.866 0.317

(2) 215 793 3.325 2.337 0.441

(3) 152 769 4.942 3.205 0.347

(4) 251 742 4.604 2.71 0.248

(5) 250 1335 3.717 1.918 0.154

(6) 139 754 3.162 1.413 0.123

(7) 144 582 3.037 1.316 0.315

(8) 286 939 3.619 0.531 0.156

(9) 202 800 3.414 0.3 0.189

(10) 222 1107 3.368 0.618 0.163

(11) 204 962 2.627 1.748 0.309

(12) 122 1759 2.541 0.679 0.162

(13) 218 1118 3.773 1.204 0.398

Cluster Agg 2570 12389 3.455 1.5 0.21967  

 

Each block group in the Southeast Heights had a personal mobility index of at 

least greater than 1.792 and no higher than 3.271. There was a total of 3,069 residential 

address points, and a total 2005 population of 16,144. Table 7 gives a description by 

block group and as an aggregated cluster of each variable used in the previous Table 5.  
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Table 7: Demographic Characteristics of the Southeast Heights Cluster  
 
Blck Addr Pop Index Pov(%) NoCar(%) Unemp(%) NoHS(%) Disab(%) hhSize

(1) 633 2318 2.09 37.09 18.20 11.53 34.88 28.06 2.99

(2) 425 1339 2.54 42.76 12.69 14.80 55.63 35.03 2.85

(3) 347 1679 2.51 49.82 18.68 14.04 50.57 24.92 3.12

(4) 399 1070 1.79 25.05 17.90 11.36 32.92 24.22 2.65

(5) 205 1771 1.98 33.79 20.10 12.50 28.87 25.84 2.05

(6) 116 708 1.95 33.80 17.96 14.53 25.79 26.18 2.20

(7) 166 1072 2.02 41.94 5.00 9.90 62.97 15.03 2.90

(8) 178 1723 3.27 53.58 40.25 22.66 56.71 25.00 3.19

(9) 174 1746 2.62 54.02 23.25 20.48 36.57 23.68 3.19

(10) 185 1513 2.32 42.72 15.80 11.23 58.00 22.15 3.07

(11) 241 1205 2.05 42.18 23.44 11.83 25.98 21.96 2.59

Cluster(agg) 3069 16144 2.30 41.80 19.86 13.82 42.22 25.22 2.90  

 

Each block group had a median nearest distance to a grocery store of greater than 

2.835 kilometers and no greater than 3.854 kilometers. Table 8 gives a description by 

block group and as a cluster of each variable used in the previous Table 6. 

 

Table 8: Median Nearest Distance Measures of the Southeast Heights  
 
Blck Addr Pop MedSupDist(km) MedGrocDist(km) MedBusDist(km)

(1) 633 2318 2.146 3.560 0.390

(2) 425 1339 1.806 3.800 0.380

(3) 347 1679 1.53 3.400 0.560

(4) 399 1070 0.989 2.900 0.420

(5) 205 1771 0.821 2.830 0.270

(6) 116 708 1.716 3.850 0.280

(7) 166 1072 1.521 3.700 0.410

(8) 178 1723 1.045 3.280 0.360

(9) 174 1746 0.639 2.930 0.220

(10) 185 1513 1.133 3.410 0.470

(11) 241 1205 0.854 2.700 0.310

Cluster(agg) 3069 16144 1.463 3.342 0.375  
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By comparing the statistics of each aggregated cluster with the county at large we 

find some interesting patterns. The personal mobility variables of each of the two clusters 

are dramatically worse than for the whole county. While the South Valley cluster has an 

aggregate mobility index of 2.18 and the Southeast Heights Cluster has an index of 2.3, 

the index for the whole County is only .96. Car ownership is arguably the most important 

personal mobility measure. The percent of people who do not own cars is approximately 

three times lower at the county level of 6.83% than it is for the South Valley cluster level 

of 15.32% or the Southeast Heights level of 19.86%. Perhaps the largest contrasts existed 

for the poverty variable and the education variable. 13.7% of the County population is 

living under the poverty line, 33.21% of the South Valley cluster residents are living in 

poverty, and 41.8% of the Southeast Heights cluster residents are living in poverty. 

15.57% of the county adult population has not graduated high-school, 50.81% of the 

South Valley cluster residents have not graduated, and 42.22% of the Southeast Heights 

cluster residents have not graduated high-school.  

 

Table 9: Comparison of Demographic Characteristics by South Valley Cluster, 
Southeast Heights Cluster, and Bernalillo County 
 
Area Addr Pop Index Pov(%) NoCar(%) Unemp(%) NoHS(%) Disab(%) hhSize

SV Cluster 2570 12389 2.18 33.21 15.32 11.08 50.81 29.13 3.21

SE Heights Cluster 3069 16144 2.3 41.8 19.86 13.82 42.22 25.22 2.9

Bernalillo County 179529 605064 0.96 13.7 6.83 5.74 15.57 19.67 2.51   

 

One small exception to this pattern of personal mobility is median bus stop 

distance (Table 10). The median distance to a bus stop for the whole County is .43 

kilometers, while it is .22 kilometers in the South Valley cluster and .375 kilometers in 
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the Southeast Heights Cluster. The problem with this comparison is the overall accuracy. 

The distances are so small that aggregation error of taking the median distance of each 

area is very influential. It is also important to question whether the difference in median 

distances of .1 or .2 kilometers is dramatic enough to make a clear distinction of personal 

mobility. For these reasons, median bus stop distance will not be considered in the final 

analysis. 

The median store distance of each cluster is compared to that of the County 

(Table 10).  It is clear that the South Valley cluster has very low supermarket 

accessibility with a median distance of 3.46 kilometers, which is well above the County 

median distance of 1.99 kilometers. On the other hand, it has relatively good grocery 

store accessibility with a median distance of 1.5 kilometers, which is better than the 

County median distance of 2.81 kilometers. The Southeast Heights cluster has very low 

grocery store accessibility with a median distance of 3.34 kilometers, which is well above 

the County median distance of 2.81 kilometers. On the other hand is has relatively good 

supermarket accessibility with a median distance of 1.46 kilometers, which is below that 

of the County median distance of 1.99 kilometers.  

 

Table 10: Comparison of Median Nearest Distance Measures by South Valley 
Cluster, Southeast Heights Cluster, and Bernalillo County 
 
Area Med SupDistance Median Groc Distance Median Bus-stop Distance
SV Cluster 3.46 1.5 0.22
SE Heights Cluster 1.463 3.34 0.375
Bernalillo County 1.99 2.81 0.43  
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4.7 Survey Results and Analysis 
 
 Out of 1000 surveys sent out to both the South Valley cluster and the Southeast 

Heights cluster, a total of 61 came back from the former, and 61 from the latter. The 

response rate was about 6%, which was not as high as I would have liked, but sufficient 

enough draw some conclusions. It must be noted that some people chose more than one 

answer, so the totals are larger than the number of surveys. Table 11 shows the kind of 

store types the respondents usually shop in. It appears that there is not a strong difference 

in shopping behavior between these two clusters. Most of the respondents shop in mainly 

in supermarkets and possibly a smaller grocery store as a second option. In the South 

Valley cluster, the majority respondents shop in locations that are clearly outside of the 

cluster, while in the Southeast Heights, a larger number of respondents shop within or 

very close to their cluster.  

 

Table 11: Number and Percentage of Respondents who Shop at Each Food Store 
Type by Cluster 
 

  Supermarket Convenience 
Health and 
Specialty Local Gas station 

Row 
Total 

SV Cluster 51 72.9% 5 7.1% 7 10% 7 10% 0 0% 70 
SE Heights 
Cluster 46 66.7% 7 10.1% 10 14.5% 5 7.2% 1 1.4% 69 
Column Total 97 12 17 12 1 139 

 

 

Figure 25 shows actual shopping locations specified by the respondents in both 

clusters. Not everybody listed a shopping location or even the name of a store, so it 

probably undercounts the number of locations. Some stores are shopped at by 

respondents in both clusters. The respondents listed some stores that were overlooked in 
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original store database used to define proximity. In the South Valley cluster, the most 

important store not considered was a large grocery store named Stadium Market. Its 

presence improves the food proximity ranking from what was originally thought. The 

most important stores not considered in the Southeast Heights cluster were Fair and 

Square, Nice and Fresh, and a store on the military base, refuting the notion that this 

cluster had poor grocery store access. The Talin World Market, which was classified as a 

supermarket due to the large selection of fresh produce and meats as well as specialty 

items, was not mentioned in any of the surveys. 

 

Figure 25: Actual Shopping Locations of the Survey Respondents 
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Table 12 shows the kind of transportation the respondents use when they shop. 

Again, it appears that there is not a strong difference in transportation type between the 

two clusters. Most of the respondents drive to their shopping location.  

 

Table 12: Number and Percentage of Respondents who use each Transportation 
Type for Shopping by Cluster 
 

  Drive Bike Ride Bus 
Catch 
Ride Walk 

Row 
Total 

South Valley 54 81.8% 3 4.5% 3 4.5% 4 6.1% 2 3% 66 
SE Heights 50 80.6% 1 1.6% 4 6.5% 4 6.5% 3 4.8% 62 
Column Total 104 4 7 8 5 128 

 
 

Table 13 shows if the respondents own at least one vehicle. About 84% of 

respondents own at least 1 vehicle in the South Valley, while about 72% of respondents 

in the Southeast Heights own at least 1 vehicle.  

 

Table 13: Number and Percentage of Respondents who own at Least 1 Vehicle by 
Cluster 
 

  Yes No 
Row 
Total 

South Valley 51 83.6% 10 16.4% 61 
SE Heights 44 72.1% 17 27.9% 61 
Column Total 95 27 122 

 

 
Table 14 shows the time it takes for the respondents to get from their homes to 

their usual shopping location. Overall, 5-10 minutes is the most common time it takes to 

get to their shopping location. The comparison between the two clusters is noteworthy. 

For each of the first four ranges, the travel time is quite different. About 3%, 20%, 46%, 

and 27% of respondents in the South Valley cluster travel 0-5 minutes, 5-10 minutes, 10-
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15 minutes, and 15-20 minutes respectively. About 21%, 55%, 10%, and 8% of 

respondents in the Southeast Heights cluster travel 0-5 minutes, 5-10 minutes, 10-15 

minutes, and 15-20 minutes respectively.  

 
 
 
Table 14: Number and Percentage of Respondents for Each Travel Time Range by 
Cluster 
 

  0-5m 5-10m 10-15m 15-20m 20-30m >30m 
Row 
Total 

South 
Valley 2 3.1% 13 20% 30 46.2% 18 27.7% 2 3.1% 0 0% 65 
SE 
Heights 13 21% 34 54.8% 6 9.7% 5 8.1% 4 6.5% 0 0% 62 
Column 
Total 15 47 36 23 6 0 127 

 
 
 
 Table 15 shows the number of respondents who are satisfied with their food 

options within a 15 minute travel time from their homes. About 54% of South Valley 

respondents are satisfied with their local food options, while about 77% of Southeast 

Heights respondents are satisfied. When asked what improvements they would like, 

52.46% of respondents in the South Valley indicated that something could be improved. 

13.1% of them specifically indicated they would like a closer supermarket, while about 

24.6% of them specifically indicated that they would like a better local and or organic 

option. The other 14.75% of them generally said that they wished there were better 

options that were closer. About 26.2% respondents in the Southeast Heights indicated 

that something could be improved. Three of them specifically indicated that they would 

like a supermarket. About 5% of them specifically indicated that they would like a better 

local and or organic option. The other 11.5% of them generally said that they wished 
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there were better options, such as stores that had better variety, were cheaper, and had 

fresher goods. 

 

Table 15: Number and Percentage of Respondents who are Satisfied with the Food 
Options Within a 15 Minute Travel Time 
 
  Yes No Possibly Row Total 
South Valley 33 54.1% 27 44.3% 1 1.6% 61 
SE Heights 47 77% 13 21.3% 1 1.6% 61 
Column Total 80 40 2 122 

 

Table 16 shows the frequency in which respondents buy fresh fruits and 

vegetables. Most of the respondents in both clusters buy them once a week. There didn’t 

seem to be a clear difference in responses between the clusters.  

 

Table 16: Frequency that Respondents buy Fresh Produce 
 

  Every Day 
Twice a 
Week 

Once a 
Week 

Twice a 
Month 

Once a 
Month Never 

Row 
Total 

South 
Valley 0 0% 19 29.2% 26 40.6% 10 15.6% 9 14.1% 0 0% 62 
SE 
Heights 0 0% 15 24.2% 28 45.2% 11 17.7% 8 12.9% 0 0% 57 
Column 
Total 0 34 54 21 17 0 126 

 
 
 
 Table 17 shows the number of respondents that would buy more fresh produce if 

it was closer or easier to get to. 82% of South Valley respondents would buy more, 

compared to 67% for Southeast Heights respondents who would buy more fresh produce. 

When asked why they wouldn’t buy more if their answer was no, 8.2% of the 

respondents in the South Valley said that they already have enough. 3.2% of the 

respondents said that they just don’t like produce that much. In the Southeast Heights, 
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19.7% of the respondents said that they have enough good options. 13.1% of the 

respondents also mentioned that price and quality play a big role in their consumption of 

fresh produce.  

 
Table 17: Number and Percentage of Respondents who would Buy More Fresh 
Produce if it was Closer 
 

  Yes No Possibly 
Row 
Total 

South Valley 50 82% 10 16.4% 1 1.6% 61 
SE Heights 38 66.7% 19 33.3% 0 0% 57 
Column Total 88 29 1 118 

 
 
 The last three tables include information about the respondents’ family size, race, 

and net household income (Appendix f, Tables 1, 2, 3). The biggest contrast by cluster 

was the race. About 56% of the respondents in the South Valley describe themselves as 

Hispanic, while only about 26% describe themselves as white.  In the Southeast Heights, 

about 31% of the respondents describe themselves as Hispanic, while about 53% describe 

themselves as white. 

 A power analysis was performed to determine if the sample size was large enough 

to be significant given an alpha (α) of .05, and the power (1-β) of .95 assumed in the 

design. The greater difference there was between each cluster for the survey responses, 

the higher the required sample size was. In the cases where the cluster responses were 

almost identical, the required sample size was inordinately large. The power based upon 

the actual sample size was also calculated to determine the strength of the test (Appendix 

F, Table 4). 

 Chi-Square tests of significance were performed to determine if the racial and 

economic characteristics of the sample are representative of the 2000 census population 
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figures (Appendix F, Table 5). With the exception of South Valley income, the two key 

indicators of race and income was significantly different between those sampled and the 

2000 census figures. This could suggest many things: 1) The sample size was not 

significant at an α of .05; 2) only certain kinds of people respond to surveys; 3) these 

census indicators have changed significantly in the last eight years; 4) The ambiguous 

definition of ethnicity and race in either my survey or the census survey. In any case, it is 

worthwhile to utilize the data in its limited form, if cautiously, to draw some conclusions 

of differing perceptions in these two clusters.  

Chi-Squared Tests of Significance were performed on the valid responses (those 

without more than one answer) in each cluster to determine if they are significantly 

different (Table 18). An alpha value of .05 was used to interpret the results. The null 

hypothesis is that the responses are not significantly different within each cluster. The 

alternative hypothesis is that the responses are significantly different within each cluster. 

For the questions regarding store type, transportation type, car ownership, frequency that 

people shop for fresh produce, household size, and household income, the p-values were 

.39, .28, .13, .924, .206, and .705 respectively. All of these values are greater than the 

critical alpha value of .05, meaning that I cannot reject the null hypothesis.  This tells us 

that the populations in both clusters have similar perceptions of these issues.   For the 

questions regarding transportation time, satisfaction of the food environment, amount of 

produce bought in relation to access, and race, the p-values were 0, .007, .004, and .008 

respectively. All of these values are less than the critical alpha value of .05, meaning that 

I can reject the null hypothesis. This tells us that the populations in both clusters have 

different perceptions of these issues.  
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Table 19: Chi-Square Tests of Survey Responses in Each Cluster 

Chi Square Tests of Survey Responses    
Questions Chi-Sq P-Value α Test Conclusion 

1. Store Type 1.91 0.39 0.05 P > α 
Not Significantly 
Different 

2. Transportation Type 1.15 0.28 0.05 P > α 
Not Significantly 
Different 

3. Car Ownership 2.331 0.13 0.05 P > α 
Not Significantly 
Different 

4. Transportation Time 38.05 0 0.05 P < α Significantly Different 
5. Satisfaction 7.15 0.007 0.05 P < α Significantly Different 

6. Produce Frequency .390 0.942 0.05 P > α 
Not Significantly 
Different 

7. Buy More Produce 4.355 0.04 0.05 P < α Significantly Different 

8. Household Size 4.567 0.206 0.05 P > α 
Not Significantly 
Different 

9. Race 9.771 0.008 0.05 P < α Significantly Different 

10. Household Income 1.152 0.765 0.05 P > α 
Not Significantly 
Different 

 

Field checking was done at food stores within or very close to each cluster. Most 

respondents in the South Valley cluster drive outside the cluster and shop at Smiths or 

Wal-Mart. Only about 8 of them do their primary shopping within or very close to the 

cluster. Most of this shopping is at two stores, Stadium Market and Price Rite. Stadium 

Market is the larger of the two and could be classified as a large grocery store. It has a 

decent but limited variety of fresh vegetables. They don’t carry any leafy greens, such as 

Romaine lettuce or spinach. The store itself is fairly run down and poorly lit.  

About 24 respondents do their primary shopping within or very close to the 

Southeast Heights cluster. The most common stores within the cluster are Fair and 

Square, Nice and Fresh, and the military base. Fair and Square is a large grocery store 

that has an average variety and quality of food. The store is run down, smelly, and poorly 

lit. Nice n Fresh is a small produce store containing average variety and quality. Common 
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stores just outside the cluster include John Brooks, Smiths, and Sunflower. All of these 

have a great variety and good quality of food.  

A few of the most common stores shopped at were compared in terms of the 

lowest price of a few common food items. The purpose of doing this was not to find a 

significant, representative sample of the population. Basically, I just wanted to get a 

rough idea of how the prices of some basic food items compared. Table 19 shows how 

they compared. Sunflower has the most expensive eggs, bread, and lettuce. This is to be 

expected considering it is a largely organic store. Smith’s has the most expensive apples 

but the least expensive milk. Aside from this observation, there doesn’t seem to be a 

pattern of disparity between prices.  

 

Table 20: Comparison of Key Food Items by Store 

Comparison of Food Prices at Different Food Stores. * means price was not checked 

Store Apples 
Roma 
Tomatoes Bananas 

Romaine 
Lettuce Milk (gal) Eggs (12) 

Wheat 
Bread 

Stadium $.99 lb $1.59 lb $.65 lb Not Available $3.59  $1.34  $0.99  
Fair n 
Square $.99 lb $1.69 lb $.69 lb $.79 lb $3.79  $1.59  $0.99  
Nice n 
Fresh * $1.09 lb * $1.39 lb $3.49  $1.99  * 
John 
Brooks $.99 lb $1.29 lb $.59 lb * $3.79  $1.39  $0.99  
Smiths $1.25 lb $1.49 lb $.69 lb $1.49 lb $2.39  $1.71  $2.09  
Sunflower $.88 lb $1.49 lb $.59 lb $1.69 lb $3.59  $2.99  $4.00  
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Chapter 4 
 

Conclusions 
 
 

Food accessibility is a growing topic within the spatial accessibility literature with 

important environmental justice implications. Food accessibility has proven to be one of 

many important determinants of diet, especially in the United States (Roux 2001, Zenk et 

al. 2005, Moore and Roux 2006, Rose et al. 2004, Jago et al. 2007). Given the exhaustive 

literature linking diet to health, this would imply that poor health is partly determined by 

the food environment in which people live. A study of regional food accessibility requires 

sensitivity to the local cultural and economic realities, and thus requires some tailored 

techniques. There are also some common methodological techniques being developed 

which are universally applicable. The goal of this study has been to characterize the food 

environment in Bernalillo County while further developing the food accessibility 

methodology in the literature. Five objectives were given to achieve this goal. 

 The first objective was to rank block groups by their distance to different types of 

food stores that hold a sufficient variety of healthy and relatively cheap food. The most 

important comparison of rankings was between supermarkets and grocery stores. 

Visually, it is clear that supermarkets and grocery stores largely exist within different 

parts of the County per the hypothesis. A Spearman Ranked correlation confirms a 

positive but weak relationship, with a 3-sample average of r=.305. In a scenario where 

supermarkets and grocery stores hold equal weight, then most parts of the county would 

be found to have good food accessibility. This suggests that any differences in quality, 

selection, and price between supermarkets and grocery stores are especially important 

because they serve different people.  
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Visually, it is somewhat unclear whether supermarkets and specialty stores exist 

in different parts of the County, whereas it does seem clear that specialty shops clump 

together with grocery stores. The block group rankings also seem to confirm this 

observation. Grocery store distance and specialty store distance had the highest 

correlation with a 3-sample average of r=.658, and supermarket distance and specialty 

store distance had a lower correlation with a 3-sample average of r=.411. This suggests 

that grocery and specialty stores generally serve similar areas, whereas the relationship 

between specialty stores and supermarkets is less pronounced.  

The second objective was to rank block groups based upon personal mobility. The 

food mobility index was derived from five variables chosen to approximate food 

mobility. Median distance to the nearest bus stop was also considered, but eventually left 

out because the coverage was generally universal. Most studies only consider 

demographic variables in the development of an index. It is not clear why car ownership 

or bus stop accessibility consideration is not a standard practice. This information is 

readily available, at least in the United States. Future studies might also want to consider 

such things as the role of weather and store hours as a predictor of personal mobility. Of 

course, this would add a level of complexity, because they may vary with the season and 

time of day. 

 All of the variables are positively correlated with a correlation index ranging from 

.396 to .705. This suggests that while they tell a similar story, they are different enough to 

each add useful information, making it worthwhile to combine them into an index. An 

Anselin Moran’s I test as well as the development of an index was used to identify block 

group clusters of low mobility. The areas of the lowest personal mobility are in the South 
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Valley, especially on the East side of the Rio Grande, and in the Southeast Heights. There 

are low mobility block groups in other parts of the County, but most of them are isolated 

and do not form a clustering pattern.  

 The third objective was to use the rankings from both measures to identify 

possible areas of low food accessibility, and then to send out surveys in potentially low 

accessibility areas in order to verify the methodology and results.  Much of the analysis 

of both personal distance and personal mobility has relied upon imperfect and indirect 

data. The median distance measure was aggregated to a block group level. Even though it 

is better than the centroid measure for this study area, it was still significantly different 

than the actual measure. Error aside, even with a ranking system of food store access, it is 

still unclear as to the relative importance of each store type in determining access to 

healthy and relatively cheap food. There are two potential problems with the personal 

mobility data. The data were collected from the 2000 census, meaning that the actual 

variables have probably changed somewhat. They were also imperfect approximates of a 

mobility variable that doesn’t actually exist.  

 A second reason for sending out surveys presented itself after running the median 

nearest network distance analysis. That is, to consider the relationship between the 

proximity to supermarkets and grocery stores, and perceived accessibility. In order to 

achieve both objectives, surveys were sent out to two clusters that contained contrasting 

rankings for supermarket and grocery store accessibility. The South Valley cluster had 

average access to grocery stores, but very low access to supermarkets. I had thought that 

the Southeast Heights cluster had average access to supermarkets and very low access to 

grocery stores. The survey results surprised me because I had undercounted the number 
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of grocery stores shopped at and over-counted the supermarket shopped at within the 

cluster.   

 The surveys suggest that the variability in food accessibility has little to no effect 

on what kinds of stores people shop at, or what mode of transportation is used. The 

majority of people in both clusters, regardless of supermarket accessibility, shop at 

supermarkets and get there by driving. Approximately 83% of the respondents in the 

South Valley own at least one car, which is higher than the 70% of car owners in the 

Southeast Heights. The chi-square test however indicates that there is not a significant 

difference in car ownership among the cluster populations based upon the samples. It 

does however take the respondents a longer time to get to their shopping location. A 

much larger percentage of respondents in the Southeast Heights get to their shopping 

destination in less than 10 minutes, while a much larger percentage of respondents in the 

South Valley cluster get to their shopping destination in greater than 10 minutes. The chi-

squared test strongly confirms this pattern. The fact that it takes the South Valley 

respondents longer to go shopping even though car ownership is similar probably 

explains why a higher percentage of them are also unhappy with their shopping options 

within a 15 minute radius travel time from their homes. While only about 21% of 

respondents in the Southeast Heights are unhappy with their options, 46% of respondents 

in the South Valley are unhappy. The chi-squared test also confirms a significant 

difference.  

By asking what could be improved, the majority of the requests in the South 

Valley were for closer and better local and organic food options. This is contrasting to the 

Southeast Heights, where the majority of requests were for better variety, quality, and 
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price. Only 8.2% of people requested local and organic compared to 22.9% in the South 

Valley. This might suggest that the demand for local and organic food could be higher in 

the South Valley. It could also suggest that the supply of local and organic food is higher 

in the Southeast Heights due to its greater abundance of supermarkets in the just outside 

the cluster area, many of which now stock some local and organic food.  

Another interesting finding in both clusters is that the majority of respondents 

indicated that they would purchase more fresh produce if it was closer, of better quality, 

and cheaper. This was true for 83% of respondents in the South Valley, and 66% of 

respondents in the Southeast Heights. Of the respondents that indicated that accessibility 

was not a factor, the majority of people mentioned that there was enough already. Also, 

while nobody in the South Valley cited price as a deterring factor, 6 people in the 

Southeast Heights did.  

The fourth objective was to characterize the food accessibility environment and 

possibly identify “food deserts” in Bernalillo County.  While the accessibility analysis 

outlines some areas of possible low accessibility, the surveys suggest that they should 

less be defined as “food deserts” than areas of low convenience. Very few people in these 

clusters have a limited store selection; most people in both clusters shop at supermarkets. 

Respondents that don’t own a vehicle often depend on family and friends for 

transportation. On the other hand, many people are dissatisfied with their food options 

and would actually eat healthier if the food environment was improved. This is especially 

true in the South Valley, which lacks close access to supermarkets. Stadium Market, a 

large grocery store that is the largest in the cluster, has average selection and quality at 

best. Most of them probably buy fresh produce on their longer trips to chain 
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supermarkets, less frequently than if it was available in their own neighborhood. 

Establishing more supermarkets in these areas would improve access, but could also have 

the negative effect of discouraging an already receding local food culture. Many of the 

respondents indicated that they wanted more local and organic food options, suggesting a 

demand for more farmers markets, produce stands, and neighborhood grocery stores 

selling local food.  

In the Southeast Heights, which had some of the lowest personal mobility 

rankings but where the supermarket access is adequate, it appears that accessibility is less 

of a limiting factor than the quality, price, and variety of food. The two stores that people 

shop within their cluster have decent prices but lack quality and variety. I am surprised 

that more of the respondents don’t shop at the Talin World Market, which has a 

significant selection of high quality meats, produce, and specialty items. Price might be 

the limiting factor in this case. They are better served however than in the South Valley 

cluster, because the stores of high quality and variety are much closer.  

The fifth objective was to further develop some of the methodology in the 

literature. The first change I made was to include vehicle ownership in an index of 

personal mobility. Bus stop median distance was also considered, but thrown out due to 

problems of scale and usefulness. I am surprised that I couldn’t find any study that 

included these even though the benefits seem obvious. It is unclear to what degree the 

index is improved by including car ownership. While not perfectly correlated to the other 

variables, the patterns are very similar. It does however provide an anchor by which to 

compare the other variables.  
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The second change was to develop the median measure and a methodology that 

compared its accuracy to the more common centroid measure. The comparison showed 

that the median measure is consistently the most accurate for my study area, although the 

results could be different for other regions with different population distributions. It 

appears that the more spatially dispersed the population is, the better the median measure 

becomes, compared to the centroid measure.  The use of median distance might prove 

especially useful in rural studies, where the population and the transportation network is 

sparse and unevenly distributed across the landscape. Its downside is that it is much more 

time and computationally intensive, a hard truth I discovered doing overnight processing 

and experiencing multiple computer crashes. 

The third change was to include grocery stores and specialty stores in the analysis 

and use the surveys to test their relevance. Their inclusion probably did very little to 

improve the overall methodology since the majority of people in Bernalillo County 

choose to shop primarily at supermarkets regardless of distance. The surveys also pointed 

to the desire for a wide variety of local and organic food stores, which made their 

consideration necessary in my opinion.  

The final change was to bridge the academic separation between quantitative and 

qualitative research in this area. The surveys help to either confirm or deny the 

assumptions that went into the accessibility analysis, and created a more robust 

interpretation of the results. I felt it would have been presumptuous of me to draw 

conclusion about this population’s well being without inquiring into their actual 

perceptions of it.   
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While this study develops some of the methodology in the food accessibility 

literature, there are many things that can be improved with further research. The median 

distance measure is an improved yet imperfect way of aggregating distance information 

on a block group scale. The reason for aggregating it is to make it directly comparable to 

the personal mobility ranking. This might not always be necessary, considering that 

personal mobility seems to have little influence on shopping location. The method of 

translating median distance into a proximity ranking is not very well developed in the 

literature. My rankings were based upon a personal judgment and the precedent in the 

literature. It would be useful to send out surveys beforehand gauging people’s perception 

of what shopping distances are close and far, and base the distances rankings on these 

perceptions. With more resources available, it would be useful to send out surveys to 

other clusters with various combinations of median distance and personal mobility. These 

might include, low mobility and high specialty store accessibility, high mobility and low 

grocery store accessibility, etc. Finally, the field checking of different stores in the two 

clusters was done as an afterthought, and was in no way a statistically significant sample. 

It would be useful to compare dozens of stores for many items in order to truly find a 

regional pattern of the quality, variety, and price of food. 

The relationship between health and food accessibility has made the topic an 

important dimension of social equity. It is clear from this study that there are clusters in 

Bernalillo County where people are generally unhappy with their food options, and 

would more fresh produce if the opportunity costs were not so large. This research will be 

potentially useful to businesses who want to target key locations of high demand and low 
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supply. Governmental and non-profit organizations will also find this research useful for 

targeting areas of high need to promote the availability of affordable quality food.  
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Appendix A 

 
 
Figure A2: Ranking of Block Groups by the Median Distance to Grocery Stores and 
supermarkets, assuming that they provide equal food provision. 
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Figure A2: Ranking of Block Groups by the median distance to the 3rd nearest 
specialty store 
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Appendix B 
 

 
Figure B1: Anderson-Darling Normality Test of the Distance Distribution for Each 
Store Type. P<.005 For All Tests  
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Appendix C 
 

 
 
Figure C1: Anderson-Darling Normality Tests by Block Group For Each Personal 
Mobility Variable 
 

 

 
 


